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ABSTRACT

CCS CONCEPTS

Recent advancements in deep learning techniques facilitate intelligentquery support in diverse applications, such as content-based image retrieval and audio texturing. Unlike conventional key-based
queries, these intelligent queries lack efficient indexing and require
complex compute operations for feature matching. To achieve highperformance intelligent querying against massive datasets, modern
computing systems employ GPUs in-conjunction with solid-state
drives (SSDs) for fast data access and parallel data processing. However, our characterization with various intelligent-query workloads
developed with deep neural networks (DNNs), shows that the storage I/O bandwidth is still the major bottleneck that contributes
56%–90% of the query execution time.
To this end, we present DeepStore, an in-storage accelerator
architecture for intelligent queries. It consists of (1) energy-efficient
in-storage accelerators designed specifically for supporting DNNbased intelligent queries, under the resource constraints in modern SSD controllers; (2) a similarity-based in-storage query cache
to exploit the temporal locality of user queries for further performance improvement; and (3) a lightweight in-storage runtime
system working as the query engine, which provides a simple software abstraction to support different types of intelligent queries.
DeepStore exploits SSD parallelisms with design space exploration
for achieving the maximal energy efficiency for in-storage accelerators. We validate DeepStore design with an SSD simulator, and
evaluate it with a variety of vision, text, and audio based intelligent
queries. Compared with the state-of-the-art GPU+SSD approach,
DeepStore improves the query performance by up to 17.7×, and
energy-efficiency by up to 78.6×.

• Computer systems organization → Special purpose systems;
Secondary storage organization; • Information systems → Information retrieval.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Thanks to recent advancements in deep neural networks (DNNs)
and the explosive increase and ubiquitous accessibility of data,
deep learning has been enabling intelligent queries in versatile data
retrieval applications to improve the quality of data services [20, 58,
59, 85]. Typical examples include identifying the same person in an
image database [16], retrieving music with the input of music styles
and instrumentations [72], and online shopping using a picture of
garment item [48]. With the increasing accuracy and performance
of deep learning techniques, we envision such types of intelligent
queries will dominate the emerging data services.
Unlike conventional key-based queries in transactional databases
and key-value stores that organize data in structured manner, intelligent queries leverage feature vectors extracted from unstructured
data to facilitate similarity comparison with deep learning techniques. The intelligent queries can be images, texts, or others describing the user intention of data to be retrieved [48, 93]. Given an
intelligent query, the query engine first extracts the query feature
vector, and then executes similarity comparison with the feature
vectors of the source data. After that, the query engine sorts the
results based on a similarity score to send top-K results to the user.
As the core component of intelligent queries, the similarity comparison often uses neural networks to improve the comparison
accuracy. However, the neural networks have to be trained and
they are highly non-linear, which cannot preserve the geometric
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properties (e.g., triangle inequality) between feature vectors. Therefore, it is hard to build an efficient index for feature vectors [22].
Thus, we have to scan the entire database to fulfill the queries
with high accuracy. Furthermore, as the feature size of each sourcedata item (e.g., an image) is relatively large (i.e., 0.8 - 44KB, see
Table 1), it is hard to place all the extracted features in main memory to serve queries on large-scale datasets like that of Facebook’s
photo/video services [55, 56]. As different applications may have
different types of intelligent queries, this problem is exacerbated.
Therefore, to achieve high-performance intelligent queries against
massive datasets, a common approach is to use GPUs in-conjunction
with SSDs for fast data retrieval and parallel similarity comparison.
In this paper, we conduct the first characterization study of
typical intelligent query workloads. We use two recent generations
of high-end NVIDIA GPUs to run the query and a high-end NVMe
SSD for data storage (see § 3). We evaluate and profile five different
types of intelligent query workloads that include visual, audio,
and text search (see Table 1). We observe that (1) these intelligent
queries are still bottlenecked by the storage I/O. As we increase the
computational resource, the I/O bottleneck becomes more severe.
(2) The core function (similarity comparison) of intelligent queries
mainly involve convolutional and fully-connected neural network
layers, making it an ideal candidate for hardware acceleration.
To overcome the aforementioned bottlenecks, we present DeepStore, an in-storage acceleration system for intelligent queries. Unlike the existing in-storage computing solutions [12, 38, 63, 64, 81,
94] that rely on the embedded multi-core CPUs in the SSD controller to perform simple computations, DeepStore employs neuralnetwork accelerators to compute similarity comparison operations.
However, developing accelerators for intelligent queries in SSD
controllers is not easy. First, due to the limited resources in SSDs,
we have to resize the in-storage accelerator with the design space
exploration methodology to meet the power, memory bandwidth,
and area budgets. We abstract the common neural network operations for similarity comparison, and customize the in-storage
accelerators to maximize the resource efficiency for SSD controllers.
Second, to achieve maximum energy efficiency for DeepStore, we
explore different SSD parallelisms that include SSD-level, channellevel, and chip-level design space. We find that mapping in-storage
accelerators to channel-level parallelisms provides the most energyefficient result, as it achieves the best trade-off between performance and resource constraints for accelerators. This provides the
guideline for real-world system design for in-storage accelerators.
Third, to further improve the performance for intelligent queries,
we develop an in-storage query cache that leverages the similaritycomparison techniques to conduct query lookups. Such a cache is
designed with the insight that DNN-based queries have already
tolerated a certain level of errors. Therefore, given a query which
is similar to a cached query in the cache, DeepStore can directly
return the cached query result without conducting the similarity
comparison against the entire feature database. This is especially
useful for intelligent queries that cannot be indexed by simple keys
or hash values for exact matching.
Finally, to enable the applicability and flexibility for different
types of intelligent queries, DeepStore provides a software abstraction with a set of programming APIs to enable developers to deploy
their models for similarity comparison. DeepStore also develops a
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runtime system for in-storage accelerators, which is responsible
for dispatching intelligent queries and collecting results.
To the best of our knowledge, DeepStore is the first in-storage
acceleration system for intelligent queries. Overall, we make the
following contributions in this paper.
• We conduct a characterization study on the typical deep-learning
based intelligent queries, quantify the performance bottlenecks,
and find that storage I/O bandwidth is the major bottleneck for
intelligent queries.
• We develop energy-efficient in-storage accelerators for similarity
comparison of feature vectors, which facilitates the offloading of
intelligent queries to SSDs.
• We exploit SSD parallelisms for in-storage accelerators, conduct a
thorough design space exploration at the SSD-level, channel-level,
and chip-level parallelism, and find that channel-level provides
the best energy-efficiency.
• We design a similarity-based query cache for intelligent queries
that inherently tolerate a certain level of accuracy loss. Such a
cache design would also benefit other types of queries that do
not require exact matching.
We implement DeepStore using an SSD simulator constructed
with SSD-Sim[15] and SCALE-Sim[80]. We evaluate DeepStore
with a variety of visual, audio, and text-based applications supporting intelligent queries, and collect query traces from real-world
application workloads. Experimental results show that DeepStore
improves query performance by up to 17.7×, and energy efficiency
by up to 78.6×, compared to the state-of-the-art GPU + SSD system.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: § 2 provides an
introduction to intelligent queries and SSD architecture. We present
the characterization study of typical intelligent query workloads in
§ 3. § 4 discusses the DeepStore design, followed by implementation
details in § 5. We evaluate DeepStore in § 6 and discuss its related
work in § 7. We summarize the paper in § 8.

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide a brief overview of intelligent query
systems and the internal architecture of SSDs.

2.1

Intelligent Query Systems

Recent advancement in deep neural networks (DNNs) and the explosive increase and ubiquitous accessibility of data has enabled
intelligent queries in multiple applications [16, 20, 25, 30, 48, 51,
58, 59, 67, 85, 93, 95, 100, 106]. The recent popular applications include person re-identification [16], style-based music retrieval [72],
and question and answering systems [82]. For these applications,
they require high accuracy and thus DNNs are commonly used for
similarity comparison in the queries [16, 22, 90, 106]. Furthermore,
since the user input of queries are no longer restricted to text (e.g.,
the keys in transactional database and key-value store), and can
comprise of images/image-patches [92, 96, 106], sketch [70], color
map [91], context map [98, 99], music [72, 97], and many more, intelligent query systems also leverage DNNs to automatically extract
the features from query input to bridge the semantic gap between
queries and source data [16, 22, 90, 106].
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Table 1: Intelligent query applications and their characteristics
Application
Person Re- Identification (ReId) [16]
Music Information Retrieval (MIR) [72]
Exact Street to Shop
(ESTP) [48]
Text-based image Retrieval (TIR) [93]
Question and Answer
(TextQA) [82]

Type
Visual
Audio
Visual
Text/
Image
Text

Description

Feature
Size (KB)

#CONV
layers

#FC
layers

#Element
wise layers

44

2

2

2

0

3

16

0

2

0

0.8

0

Identify the same person across database of
stored images
Retrieve music based on styles and instrumentations
Online shopping of garment item using a
real-world garment item
Retrieve images based on the description
provided over a sentence query
Rerank short text pairs that are closely related to given query

Total
FLOPs

Total Weight
Size

1

9.8M

10.7MB

CUHK03 [67]

0

1.05M

2MB

MagnaTagTune [72]

3

0

4.72M

9MB

Street2Shop [48]

3

1

0.79M

1.5MB

MSCOCO [27],
Flickr30K [77]

1

1

0.08M

0.16MB

TREC QA [82]

Dataset

Offline Phase
Feature
vector DB

a

c

Bag with owl

b

Similairtyy
Score

Similarityy
Comparison
Network

Online Phase

Figure 1: Workflow of DNN-based intelligent query system. In the
(a) offline phase, a DNN model extracts and stores the feature vectors in storage devices such as SSDs. During the online phase, (b)
the feature vector extracted from a given query, is compared against
feature vectors in the stored database using (c) a similarity comparison network and a score is obtained. Finally, dataset images are then
sorted based on their given score to get top-K responses (not shown).

A typical intelligent query system uses a two-branch neural
network model architecture [24]. We demonstrate an example in
Figure 1. During training, the network learns to score similarity
by being fed with positive or negative pairs of queries and feature
vectors of the source dataset. The trained network is then deployed
to perform intelligent query execution in two phases, the first of
which is offline and the second online. In the offline phase, for
each image in the dataset, a feature vector is extracted from the
intermediate layer of the dataset representation network model and
stored in a feature database, as shown in Figure 1a.
In the online phase, a query feature representation network
model (Figure 1b) extracts feature vectors from a given intelligent
query [48, 93]. The query feature vector is then fed to similarity
comparison network (SCN) model (Figure 1c). The SCN model
computes the similarity between the query and the dataset feature
vectors, and generate a similarity score. The similarity scores are
sorted to find the top-K items that match the given query (where K
is the number of data items to be retrieved). The application then
fetches the corresponding matched contents from the database
using the top-K results.
Compared with the traditional key-based query systems that
rely on structured data, intelligent query systems extract feature
vectors from unstructured data using deep learning techniques [17,
24, 66]. Since DNN models are highly non-linear and do not preserve
geometric properties, such as triangle inequality, between input
and feature vectors, it is hard to build an effective index over the
dataset using traditional fixed metrics like Euclidean or cosine

distances [16, 22, 90, 106]. Thus, we have to scan the entire database
of feature vectors using the SCN to find similar results.
As the SCN execution involves compute-intensive DNN operations, intelligent query systems typically employ GPUs, which are
efficient for such operations [3, 5, 31], to accelerate the SCN computation. To get the optimal GPU resource utilization, a batch of
database feature vectors are compared against an intelligent query
on a GPU at the same time. As feature databases are usually large
since they store billions of feature vectors [40, 59] and each vector
can be upto a few kilobytes in size [16], SSDs are used to store
feature vector databases [59], as they provide terabytes of capacity
with access latencies in the order of tens of microseconds [8]. In this
paper, we focus on the in-storage acceleration design for intelligent
queries with SSDs.

2.2

Modern SSD Architecture

The internal architecture and organization of an SSD are shown
in Figure 3 (in gray and blue). The SSD controller contains 2-4 embedded CPU cores that execute the SSD management with Flash
Translation Layer (FTL), whose functionalities include parsing block
I/O commands, garbage collection, and wear-leveling [47]. To provide terabytes of capacity [54, 73], SSDs have a large number of
dense NAND flash memory elements organized into multiple levels
of hierarchy such as channels, chips, and planes. An SSD can have
about 16-32 channels [53, 64]. Each channel consists of 4-8 flash
chips that are controlled by the same flash controller and accessed
via the shared channel. Each flash chip consists of 2-4 planes. Each
plane has a group of blocks and each block has multiple pages.
The flash is accessed at page granularity. A page buffer is present
in each plane to cache accessed flash page. During a read operation,
the required page is read from a block and stored in the page buffer
of the associated plane. SSDs have massive internal bandwidth [53,
64]. However, the external bandwidth of modern SSDs is limited by
flash channel arbitration [79, 86], the weak processor cores in the
SSD controller [81], and the bandwidth of the PCIe interface [2, 14].

3

INTELLIGENT QUERY STUDY

As intelligent queries cater to a diverse set of applications, we envision they will dominate emerging data services. However, no prior
work has systematically studied these intelligent query workloads.
In this section, we provide an in-depth study of a variety of intelligent query workloads and identify the performance bottlenecks
and opportunities for system-level optimizations.
Experimental setup. We study five different types of intelligent
query workloads that span across visual, audio, and text search,
as shown in Table 1. They include (1) Person Re-identification
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(ReId [16]) that searches for the same person in the image dataset;
(2) Exact Street to Shop (ESTP [48]) that searches for the queried
product across the produce dataset; (3) Text-based image retrieval
(TIR [93]) that takes a textual query to retrieve the matched images based on the understanding of the user description. (4) Music
information retrieval (MIR [72]) that searches for music samples
matching a given audio clip; (5) Text-based Question and Answer
(TextQA [82]) that takes a question as a query to find relevant
answers from a large corpus of documents. We believe these identified intelligent query applications show the generality of emerging
intelligent query systems [23, 30, 43, 46, 51, 57, 69, 83, 84, 102].
We re-implement these intelligent queries using the Tensorflow
framework [13] (see details in §6). Initially, we train the models
for the applications until the model accuracy is within 5% of the
advertised accuracy. We extract and store the feature vectors for
each application in the SSD. We use two recent generations of highend NVIDIA GPUs: Titan Xp (Pascal) and Titan V (Volta) [3, 5]. We
implement the online phase by extracting the feature vector of the
query using the query feature representation network model. The
stored feature database is loaded in multiple batches to perform
the similarity comparison on the GPU. The GPU+SSD system is
optimized such that batches of features are prefetched to host memory while the GPU computes the SCN for the previous batch. The
batch sizes are taken such that the GPU utilization is nearly at 100%
during the similarity comparison operation.
Study results. We breakdown the query latency into three components: GPU compute time (Compute Time), CPU to GPU data
transfer time (CudaMemcpy Time), and SSD to CPU data transfer
time (SSD Read Time). The profiling results are shown in Figure 2.
As we can see, the storage I/O constitutes 56-90% of total query
execution time. Although feature dataset is prefetched from the
SSD while the computation executes on the GPU, the I/O time is so
significant that prefetching barely improves the performance of the
system. Furthermore, as we move to the newer generation of GPUs
(from NVIDIA Pascal to Volta), the compute-intensive layers of the
SCN perform faster by 33%. However, the overall performance of
these intelligent-query workloads is not improved, since they are
limited by the storage I/O bandwidth.
Observation 1: New and emerging intelligent query applications are primarily bottlenecked by the storage I/O bandwidth.
With the emergence of faster GPUs [5, 31] and DNN accelerators [7, 29, 60], we expect that the performance gap between the
compute and storage I/O will continue to widen.
To further understand the intelligent-query workload, we also
characterize the computational patterns in the SCN and summarize
the quantified results in Table 1. We observe that SCNs mainly
comprise of convolutional, fully connected, and element-wise layers.
Take the text-based image retrieval TIR for example, it consists of
a vector dot product and three fully connected layers with sizes of
512 × 512, 512 × 256, 256 × 2.
Observation 2: New and emerging intelligent-query workloads
involve complex operations such as convolutional and fully connected layers. Wimpy processors are not sufficient to perform
the computation of similarity comparison networks, as it would
add significant overhead to query latencies.
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To address the challenge in the Observation 1, a natural solution is to move the computation closer to the data inside the storage.
However, the wimpy processors in the SSD controller are not performant in executing the SCN operations. Therefore, to address the
challenge in the Observation 2, we propose to develop in-storage
accelerators to perform the SCN computation in SSDs.

4

DEEPSTORE DESIGN

According to our study of intelligent-query workloads, we show
that the storage I/O is the major bottleneck, and the similarity
comparison is critical to the intelligent queries. Our observations
motivate us to pursue an in-storage acceleration system for DNNbased intelligent queries. However, developing accelerators in the
resource-constrained SSD is non-trivial.

4.1

Design Goals and Principles

The goal of DeepStore is to achieve high performance for intelligent queries against massive dataset while providing the maximal
energy-efficiency under the resource constraints in SSD controllers.
In our design, we will follow the following specific principles.
• First, as the SSD controllers have limited power budget, memory
capacity, and area sizes, we have to explore the design space to
achieve the maximal resource efficiency for in-storage accelerators in DeepStore.
• Second, in-storage accelerators need to be scalable to exploit the
internal parallelisms of SSDs. As the storage capacity could be
increased by packing more flash chips, DeepStore should scale
as well to achieve the maximal energy-efficiency.
• Third, like conventional database systems, DeepStore should also
provide an efficient query cache to exploit the locality of user
queries for better performance.
• Fourth, DeepStore should support diverse intelligent-query applications, which enables programmers to manipulate feature
databases, specify neural network models, and execute queries
with simple interface.

4.2

System Overview

We show the DeepStore architecture in Figure 3. DeepStore exploits
the internal parallelism of the SSD and places the accelerator at
three levels: the SSD-level, channel-level and chip-level as shown
by (❶), (❷) and (❸) in Figure 3, respectively. DeepStore executes a
lightweight query engine that parses incoming queries, manages the
Query Cache (QC), and uses the map-reduce [36] computation model
to execute the qurey across the accelerators inside the storage. It
maps the SCN computational model to the accelerators and collects
the results from each accelerator to generate the query response.
For a given query, its feature vector is extracted by the host and
sent to DeepStore. The engine parses the query specific information
and checks if a similar query exists in the Query Cache. The comparison between the new query and each cached queries is done with
a Query Comparison Network (QCN) that executes on the channellevel accelerators. If there is a hit, the engine schedules the SCN on
the cached entries, reports top-K results, and updates the QC. If it is
a miss, the query engine loads the model weights to the SSD DRAM.
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Figure 2: Performance breakdown of compute and I/O time for different intelligent query workloads, when running with two different generation of GPUs: Pascal and Volta. For these applications, 56%–90% of the execution time is spent on reading the feature dataset from SSD.
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Figure 4: In-storage accelerator design of DeepStore.
Figure 3: DeepStore augments a traditional SSD with a SSD-level
(❶) and channel-level accelerators (❷) interfaced to the NAND flash
controllers, and chip-level accelerators (❸) interfaced to the NAND
flash chips. The SSD’s embedded cores execute the query engine.

It then maps the execution of the SCN to in-storage accelerators.
Individual accelerators execute the computational model in parallel.
Each accelerator then writes its top-K results to the SSD DRAM
where the query engine merges them to generate final top-K results
(i.e., the K matching results with the highest similarity scores). The
query engine inserts the query with its results into the QC. When the
application requests query results, the results are copied to a host
specified memory location using a Direct Memory Access (DMA)
operation. Each result is associated with an ObjectID, physical
address of the feature vector, for reading the respective raw data.
To support different types of queries and neural network models,
a programmer can interact with the DeepStore query engine using
the DeepStore API (see Table 2) to specify the SCN computation
model and query for their application.

4.3

In-Storage Accelerator

Based on our study in §3 of intelligent-query workloads, we classify the core intelligent-query operations into four types: fully
connected, convolutional, element-wise operations and top-K sorting. An intelligent query accelerator must support these operations
in an efficient manner. We demonstrate its architecture in Figure 4.
DeepStore accelerator consists of three major components: (1) a
systolic array of processing engines (PEs), (2) a scratchpad memory,
and (3) a controller. We use rectangular systolic array based spatial
architecture, as it enables efficient mapping of fully connected and
convolutional layers. We modify the regular systolic array architecture to support element-wise operations such as dot-product,
subtraction, and addition, which are required for intelligent queries.

This is enabled by adding an input line for each row in the first column of the systolic array. Over a simple systolic array, this speeds
up the throughput of element-wise operations by the number of
rows in the systolic array.
The scratchpad memory, implemented in SRAM, is used to buffer
the query feature vector (QFV), database feature vector (DFV), SCN
model weights, intermediate results, and final outputs. The scratchpad memory is highly banked to support the multiple parallel requests raised by the systolic array. The systolic array and scratchpad
memory are controlled by the controller’s finite state machine.
The controller is responsible for loading the model weights from
the SSD DRAM location provided by the query engine. Given a
QFV, the controller prefetches the DFVs from the flash chips and
then schedules the SCN computation. To support top-K sorting,
the controller is equipped with a priority queue that keeps the
temporary top-K results during intelligent query execution. The
priority queue is implemented with the help of a sorted tag array
and mapping table. The mapping table is indexed with a tag and
each entry consists of an accuracy value and feature ID. When the
systolic array computes a similarity score, the controller does a
binary search on the tag array, comparing the new accuracy with
those in the mapping table. When the position of the new entry
is identified, all entries in the tag array with a lower priority are
shifted down by one, the last element is dropped and its tag is given
to the new entry. The mapping table is then appropriately updated.

4.4

Interaction with Flash Memory

The DeepStore accelerator reads database feature vectors from
flash memory and compares them with the query feature vector
as shown in Figure 5. The accelerator’s controller is responsible
for programming the flash controller to move data from the flash
chips to accelerator scratchpad. It does this by generating flash page
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Figure 5: DeepStore accelerator interaction with the flash memory.
DeepStore employs a queue to isolate prefetching data feature vector from the flash chips while performing the SCN computation.

Figure 6: Performance of a systolic array accelerator with varying
number of PEs for ‘Convolution’ and ‘Fully Connected’. At each
point, the aspect ratio with the fastest performance is considered.

addresses for the pages of a feature vector from the address range
provided by the query engine ❶. The flash controller issues a read
request to the flash chips. The pages are read from the planes in the
flash chip to their associated page buffer ❷. Afterward, the flash
controller moves the pages from the page buffers to the FLASH_DFV
queue ❸. When the accelerator has completed the computation with
all the features in its scratchpad, the accelerator controller consumes
the pages for the next set of features from the FLASH_DFV queue ❹.
The addition of the FLASH_DFV queue isolates the computation in
the accelerator and the data loading from flash chip. This enables
feature vectors to be prefetched while the accelerator computes on
a different set of features.
To perform computation, the accelerator needs to know where
to read the dataset feature vectors (DFV) from. To exploit the internal parallelisms of SSDs, DeepStore stripes the feature database
of each application across channels and chips. Each of the feature
vectors is page aligned. DeepStore employs a regular block-level
FTL, and uses the FTL to get a starting physical address for the
database. DeepStore stores this physical address along with the
metadata to specify the db_id, feature-vector size, and the number
of feature-vectors. This metadata is persisted in a reserved flash
block, but will be cached in SSD DRAM for fast look-up for query
execution. During query execution, the query provides the db_id
of the database. The query engine uses the db_id to send the database’s metadata along with the number of channels and chips of
the SSD to the accelerator controller. The accelerator controller
uses this information to compute the offset for the physical address
of each feature vector it needs to fetch, avoiding the FTL address
translation overhead. After that, the controller schedules the SCN
computation to the systolic array. We next describe how DeepStore
exploits the SSD’s internal parallelism to improve performance.

levels in SSDs. We constrain our exploration with the available
power budget of 55W, DRAM bandwidth of 20GBps, and flash chip
bandwidth of 800MBps. We use the simulation platform described
in §5 and the intelligent query workloads presented in Table 1.
To find the highest performing systolic array configuration, we
vary the number of PEs (up to 32K) and aspect ratio of the systolic
array, under the assumption of having infinite memory bandwidth.
First, we gradually increase the number of PEs considering all
possible aspect ratios. As shown in Figure 6, for the largest FC and
ConvD layers in the studied applications, there is no performance
gain beyond 512 and 1024 PEs, respectively. This is because these
neural network layers require less than 1024 floating-point multiplyaccumulate operations per cycle for a feature vector. After that,
we search for the systolic array aspect ratios that work well for
all studied intelligent query workloads. With the experiments for
Figure 6, we observed that the best performing aspect ratio for the
FC layer is 512 PEs in one row, and for the ConvD layer is 1024 PEs
in one column. Since our applications contain both types of layers,
we use these ratios as the range to bound our design space search.
To further reduce the design space, we now introduce the memory bandwidth constraints of DRAM and flash, and vary the scratchpad sizes of each accelerator. We eliminate all the design choices
that cannot meet the power budget allocated for each accelerator,
which covers the power consumed by the PEs as well as both onchip and off-chip memory accesses during SCN computation. We
summarize the results of our design space exploration and decisions
for the accelerator at each parallelism level in SSDs as follows.
SSD-level design: For the SSD-level accelerator, the full power
budget of 55W and full DRAM bandwidth are available. To maximize the reuse for computing FC layers, we use output stationary
(OS) data flow in the SSD-level accelerator.[29, 49]. The accelerator has access to an 8MB scratchpad to minimize the number of
DRAM transactions. This sized scratchpad avoids unnecessary offchip memory accesses while remaining within the allocated power
budget. Increasing the scratchpad size does not obtain further performance improvement, because, for applications like ReId whose
weights are larger than the scratchpad size, fetching weights in
DRAM and computing the SCN with the accelerator can be fully
pipelined. Based on the allocated power budget, the SSD-level accelerator uses a systolic array of 2048 PEs organized in 32 rows and
64 columns (32×64) to maximize the performance of element-wise
operations in DeepStore. We end up with a systolic array with more
columns than rows, because of the studied applications predominantly consist of FC layers, and the accelerator’s width has a direct
impact on the performance for these layers.

4.5

Exploiting Internal Parallelisms of SSDs

Mapping the general accelerator design to the different levels of
parallelism inside the SSD requires optimization along two dimensions: power budget and memory bandwidth. Modern SSDs usually
have only a few GBs of DRAM memory that provides 15-26GBps
of memory bandwidth to the SSD controller [14, 64], while each
flash chip can provide up to 1.2GBps of bandwidth[11, 73]. Furthermore, SSDs are constrained by limited power budget (up to 75W)
provided by the PCIe interface [2], of which ~20W is consumed
by the existing SSD hardware during peak operation [8], leaving a
power budget of 55W for DeepStore’s design.
To maximize DeepStore’s energy efficiency, we conduct a design
space exploration for in-storage accelerators at different parallelism
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Channel-level design: Assuming the SSD has 32 channels,
each channel-level accelerator has a power budget of 1.71W and has
to share the DRAM memory bandwidth with the 31 other channellevel accelerators. Since SRAMs are expensive in terms of power,
each channel-level accelerator scratchpad has a small size. Similar
to the SSD-level accelerator, the channel-level accelerator uses OS
data flow. However, OS data flow requires data access with high
memory bandwidth, as the weights and inputs need to be fetched
frequently [29]. To support high bandwidth for accessing inputs
and weights, we create a multi-level scratchpad memory hierarchy. The channel-level accelerator uses the SSD-level scratchpad
as second level memory thus minimizing the DRAM traffic and
improving the re-use of weights across multiple channel-level accelerators. The reduction in DRAM accesses results in lower power
requirements. Instead of using the SSD-level accelerator’s configuration, each channel-level accelerator uses a systolic array of 1024
PEs organized in a 16×64 configuration, due to the channel-level
accelerator’s limited power budget. In this case, for applications
with large ConvD and FC layers, such as ReId, the channel-level
accelerator will be limited by the performance of executing SCN
with one input feature vector. For applications with smaller layers,
such as TextQA, the flash channel bandwidth becomes the bottleneck, as it can only access one flash channel at 800MBps to fetch
the input feature vectors.
Chip-level design: Assuming the SSD has 32 channels and 4
chips per channel, each chip-level accelerator has a power budget of
0.43W. Similar to the channel-level accelerator, the chip-level accelerator has a small scratchpad as adding large scratchpad increases
design and area complexity. Recall that the chip level accelerator accesses data over the channel bus. The flash interface of these chips
have minimal bandwidth and it runs at a slow frequency [11, 73].
Thus, the chip-level accelerator uses weight stationary (WS) data
flow, maximizing the reuse of the weights and minimizing the
bandwidth requirement across the channel bus. But the chip-level
accelerator cannot be the master of the bus. Thus, the channellevel accelerator has an additional responsibility of scheduling the
weights in a lockstep manner to perform the execution across all
the chip-level accelerators in its channel. The chip-level accelerator
uses a systolic array of 128 PEs organized in a 4×32 configuration.
Adding more PEs to the chip-level accelerator would require a larger
on-chip scratchpad memory or higher off-chip memory bandwidth.
However, adding either would increase the power consumption
of the chip-level design. Therefore, the chip-level accelerator in
DeepStore is mainly limited by its computing capability.
Accelerator Placement: DeepStore supports regular read and
write operations for accessing application specific feature vectors.
Since DeepStore accelerators do not perform any write operations
to the flash, the accelerators are placed only in the read path at any
level of the design. To implement this, the read path from the flash
chips are multiplexed between the regular read and accelerator
response. The accelerator path is selected during query operations
and the SSD controller responds to regular read/write operations
with a busy signal. Thus, DeepStore accelerators do not introduce
much overhead to regular storage operations.
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Figure 7: Learning based query cache design. Miss in the query cache
results in searching over the dataset.

4.6

Query Cache

We now discuss how we leverage temporal locality and semantic
similarity of queries to further improve the overall performance of
DeepStore. We add a programmable similarity-based software query
cache (QC). It resides in the DRAM of commodity SSD controllers
for fast look-up. Each QC entry is tagged with a query feature vector
(QFV). It has a valid bit (Valid), top-K database feature vectors
(TopKFV), and top-K address location (ObjectID) fields, as shown
in Figure 7. We use the ObjectID to store the physical address of
feature vectors in the SSD.
To exploit temporal locality of queries [35], a well-known solution is to cache recent queries and their results. For any incoming
query, if it exists in QC, the cached results are returned without
scanning over the dataset. However, such a solution cannot exploit
the semantic similarities that might exist between queries [93], like
in the example described below:
(1) A brown dog is running in the sand
(2) A brown dog plays at the beach
Compared to traditional caches, where the cache is checked for
exact matches, QC can exploit semantic similarity between queries
to boost the performance of intelligent query workloads. QC is designed with the intuition that intelligent queries tolerate certain
level of errors, detecting similarity between the queries with high
confidence can further improve the system performance. A highly
accurate model can guarantee greater confidence in its comparison score, thus, avoiding unnecessary misses for similar queries.
Therefore, we propose to determine query similarity using a Query
Comparison Network (QCN) whose structure is similar to the SCN
described in § 2. Although neural network based comparison adds
additional overhead (see §6.5), it is far less than the time required
to scan over the dataset with the SCN.
The QCN compares two queries and returns a similarity score
(qcn_score) that is used along with the QCN’s accuracy (QCN_Acc)
to quantify whether the cached query meets the required confidence
or not. As shown in Algorithm 1, the query engine compares QFVnew
against each of the cached entries. The query engine offloads the
execution of the QCN to the DeepStore channel-level accelerators for
fast comparison. It generates a score, the product of qcn_score,
and the QCN_Acc. A hit occurs when the query engine finds that a
QFVnew has a match where the complement of the score is within
the specified threshold. The threshold is a hyper-parameter that
depends on the model and can be tuned during deployment. The
query engine selects the entry with the maximum score. When
the complement of the score is beyond the threshold, QFVnew is
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Variables: QC(n), QCN_Acc, Dataset
1: procedure lookup(Q F V new , t hr eshold )
2:
max_index ← 0
▷ Index of highest scoring hit
3:
max_score ← 0
▷ Score of highest scoring hit
4:
for i ← 1,n do
5:
if QC[i].valid then
6:
qcn_score ← QCN(Q F V new , QC[i])
7:
score ← qcn_score × QCN_Acc
8:
if score > max_score then
9:
max_index ← i
10:
max_score ← score
11:
if max_index , 0 and (1− max_score) ≤ t hr eshold then
12:
QC.promote(max_index)
13:
return SCN(Q F V new , QC[max_index].features)
14:
else
15:
features ← SCN(Q F V new , Dataset)
16:
QC.insert(Q F V new , features)
17:
return features
Algorithm 1: Query engine’s algorithm for Query Cache. QCN and
SCN are query and similarity comparison networks, respectively.

compared against the entire dataset using the SCN. In this paper,
we use the product of the QCN’s accuracy and the QCN’s similarity
score to compare against the threshold, we believe other metrics
can also be exploited.
The size of each QC entry depends on the query feature vector,
application being used, and the number of database feature vectors cached. In DeepStore, each query and database feature vectors
ranges from 0.8KB to 44KB, the top-K values are user defined, and
the ObjectID is 8 bytes. Taking ReId, the studied application with
the largest query feature vector, as an example, each query/database
feature vector is 44KB and 10 top-K results for each query, then the
total query cache size is 484KB. The QC is updated using an LRU replacement policy. Developers can train their similarity-comparisonnetwork models for the QueryCache, and define the upper-bound
for the error threshold that can be tolerated in their applications.

4.7

DeepStore Runtime System

In this section, we discuss how DeepStore supports diverse intelligent query applications. We first discuss the query engine and how
it schedules work on the DeepStore accelerators. We then discuss
the programming API the developer uses to manipulate feature
databases and specify SCN models.
4.7.1 Query Engine. Query engine is a software running on the
SSD embedded cores. It is responsible for consuming queries, managing the QC, scheduling work on the DeepStore accelerators, and
aggregating the results. Before an accelerator can start the computation due to QC miss, the query engine must provide the accelerator
with the physical addresses of the feature database. The query engine caches the metadata of stored databases in the SSD DRAM to
facilitate fast access of the dataset for query execution (see § 4.4).
We use the map-reduce [36] parallel model to schedule SCN
computation in DeepStore accelerators. On a QC miss, query engine
maps the user specified model to the address space of the accelerators. This informs each accelerator the location of the model
in the SSD-DRAM and the computation it needs to perform per
feature vector. Query engine distributes the physical start and end
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Table 2: DeepStore API.
API

Description

readDB(db_id,
addr, num)

Read num features starting at addr in the database specified by db_id.

writeDB(addr,
num, sz)
appendDB(db_id,
addr, num)
loadModel(cg,
cg_size)
query(qfv, sz, K,
model_id, db_id,
db_start, db_end,
accel_level)
getResults(
query_id,
addr,
sz)
setQC(qcn_cg,
qcn_cg_sz,
sz,
thr)

Create a new feature vector database and write num features to it,
where each feature is of size sz bytes. The source of the data is read
from a location, specified by addr, in system memory. The newly created database’s db_id is returned.
Appends num features to a feature vector database specified by db_id.
The source of the data is read from a location, specified by addr, in
system memory.
Load the SCN computational model and model weights, specified by
cg, of cg_size bytes to DeepStore. The loaded model’s model_id is
returned.
Submit an query feature vector, specified by qfv, of sz bytes in size.
K specifies how many top-K results to retrieve. The SCN model, specified by model_id, is used to search over the sub-range of the database,
specified by db_id and db_start and db_end locations.accel_level
specifies which accelerator level to use. The query_id is returned for
retrieving results.
Retrieve top-K results, of sz bytes in size, for a query, specified by
query_id, to a location, addr.
Configures the QC with the QCN model specified by qcn_cg and
qcn_cg_sz, feature vector size of sz bytes, and a threshold of thr.

addresses of feature database to the accelerators. The query engine
instructs each accelerator to write its current top-K results to the
SSD-DRAM. Each result contains dataset feature vector, associated
ObjectID, and the similarity score. The query engine merges the
results to generate the final top-K.
4.7.2 Programming API. DeepStore enables programmers to read
and write feature vector databases and use the accelerators by
means of five proposed APIs: readDB, writeDB, loadModel, query,
and getResults, described in Table 2. These APIs internally use
new NVMe commands to interact with the query engine.
An application developer can read and write databases of feature
vectors to DeepStore using the readDB and writeDB, respectively.
After writing a new feature database, DeepStore will generate 32byte metadata that includes a db_id (8-byte), starting physical
address of the database (8-byte), size of each feature (8-byte), and
the number of features (8-byte). A mapping table stores the database
metadata along with its db_id. DeepStore guarantees that when
a feature database is written, it is stored in the format discussed
in 4.4. On a read of a feature database, the user will provide the
db_id as well as a range of features to read.
However, it is noted that intelligent queries are generally readonly workloads, they typically write the database once, and then
query it many times. Upon a database write, typically in the form
of updating the whole database with new feature vectors for each
data item or adding feature vectors for new data items, DeepStore
will handle it in an append fashion with writeDB or appendDB
APIs. DeepStore buffers writes to ensure the alignment criteria are
fulfilled and the metadata for the database is updated accordingly.
The loadModel API transfers the computational graph and the
model weights, specified in the ONNX format [6], and registers it
in the SSD. This enables the DeepStore APIs to be integrated with
any deep learning framework. On successful execution of the API,
it returns a model ID that can be used by the application to target
queries with specific models.
The query API transfers the query feature from the host to the
SSD DRAM. With the query API, application developers provide the
db_id to specify the feature database. Query information such as
model_id, db_start, and db_end is also transferred to the SSD. The
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Table 3: DeepStore accelerator configurations. DeepStore exploits
output stationary (OS) dataflow for SSD and channel-level accelerators and weight stationary (WS) dataflow for chip-level accelerators.
Properties
Technology
Configuration
PEs
Arithmetic Precision
Frequency
Scratchpad Size
Accelerator Area (mm2 )

SSD-level
Systolic, OS
32×64
800MHz
8MB (shared)
31.7

Channel-level
32nm
Systolic, OS
16×64
32bit FP
800MHz
512KB
7.4

Chip-level
Systolic, WS
4×32
400MHz
512KB
2.5

query engine uses the accel_level value to determine which level
of accelerators to use for the query. On successful transfer of these
values to the SSD, the API returns a query_id. The getResults
API returns the result of a query, specified by the query_id, to a
host memory location given by an API argument. The setQC API
allows users to configure the QC with the QCN, feature vector size,
and threshold for their applications.

5

DEEPSTORE IMPLEMENTATION

We implement DeepStore using a simulator constructed with SSDSim [15] and SCALE-Sim [80]. We modify SCALE-Sim to support
query cache and element wise layers, and add the memory hierarchy
described in § 4. SCALE-Sim is modified to generate the access
patterns for the different levels of the memory hierarchy as well as
the traces for loading dataset feature vectors from flash.
For each feature database, multiple flash pages can be accessed
(it depends on the size of the feature vector) from the flash. We use
the flash access trace generated by the modified SCALE-Sim as the
input to SSD-Sim. We modified SSD-Sim to generate the overall
execution time for a given query batch size and different levels of
accelerators. To support multiple channel and chip-level accelerators, both SCALE-Sim and SSD-Sim are modified to generate and
accept parallel accesses to flash channels and chips.
In our simulator, we implement the query engine that takes a
trace of queries. To keep the simulated system and baseline system
comparable, we collect the query traces from the applications running on the baseline GPU+SSD system, and pass them as input to
the query engine in our simulator.
The design parameters used in our simulation are shown in
Table 3. We assume the access latency for SSD scratchpad is 4
cycles and for channel/chip level scratchpads is 1 cycle. The design
supports 32-bit floating point units to maintain the same accuracy
as the original application.

6

EVALUATION

Our evaluation shows that: (1) DeepStore improves performance
of intelligent query applications by removing the storage I/O bottleneck and exploiting different levels of parallelism inside an SSD.
(2) It remains performant even when using flash chips with higher
latency. (3) It provides energy efficiency over the state-of-the-art
system for intelligent queries. (4) The Query Cache helps improve
overall performance by exploiting temporal locality and semantic
similarity of intelligent queries.

6.1

Experimental Setup

We compare DeepStore against the state-of-the-art system used for
intelligent query processing consisting of an SSD for storing feature
databases and a GPU for executing similarity comparison [58, 100].
For all systems, it is assumed that the query features have been
extracted in a pre-processing step. We use the five applications
described in § 3 and Table 1. For all evaluations, we use 32-bit
floating point operations.
We compare DeepStore design with the GPU+SSD system using
the latest NVIDIA Titan V (Volta) GPU. We use a server machine
with a 16-core Skylake based Intel CPU running at 3.6GHz with
64GB of DRAM and a 1TB Intel DC P4500 PCIe-based SSD. The
measured external bandwidth of this SSD is up to 3.2GBps. We use
the simulator described in § 5 to evaluate DeepStore. We assume
a flash array access latency of 53µs, 32 channels, 4 flash chips per
channel, 8 planes per chip, 512 blocks per plane, and 128 pages per
block. Each flash page is 16KB in size[4] and each flash channel has
a bandwidth of 800MBps [11]. All DeepStore accelerator designs
are evaluated in a 32nm process with a frequency of 800MHz for
the SSD and channel-level accelerators, and 400MHz for the chip
level accelerators.
To compute the overall accelerator energy utilization, we use
existing models described in [29, 52]. We collect the number of
arithmetic operations, read/write access to memory PE utilization
factor, and the number of flash chip accesses from SCALE-Sim. A
linear energy model is used to convert these metrics to the energy
consumption of each accelerator for the neural network layers of
the applications, which is similar to the ones used in [29, 52]. We
scale the energy numbers for arithmetic units to 32nm [101] and use
CACTI 6.5 [74] to estimate energy utilization of all SRAMs in the
32nm technology node. We assume the itrs-hp model for SRAMs
of the SSD and channel-level accelerators, and the itrs-low model
for the SRAMs of the chip-level accelerators due to the power
constraints. DRAM energy is assumed to be 20-pJ/bit [101]. We
use the power consumption of flash page access in the Intel DC
P4500 SSD to compute the energy consumed by flash accesses. We
extrapolate the network-on-chip energy based on the estimated
wire lengths and area from CACTI.
We first disable the Query Cache to evaluate the performance of
individual components of the DeepStore architecture. We warm the
system by populating the SSD with 20 feature databases, each with
25GB of feature vectors. We summarize the experimental results in
Table 4. We discuss the Query Cache performance in §6.5

6.2

DeepStore Performance

We first evaluate the performance of the three levels of accelerators
in DeepStore, and compare them with wimpy cores inside SSD
and also the GPU+SSD system. We use a high-end 8-core ARMA57[64] CPU as wimpy cores inside the SSD controller. We pick 2K,
50K, 50K, 50K, and 100K batch sizes for ReId, MIR, ESTP, TIR, and
TextQA, respectively. The batch sizes are picked such that the GPU
utilization is maximized during SCN computation.
We show the performance gains of wimpy cores and DeepStore
against the solution of using a GPU for all tested applications in
1 The

chip-level accelerator can not execute ReId due to limited compute and on-chip
memory resources.
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Table 4: Applications used in our evaluation. We summarize DeepStore’s improvements on both performance and energy compared
to the traditional system using GPUs.
Application

Level of
Parallelism

Speedup

Energy Efficiency
Improvement

SSD
Channel
SSD
Channel
Chip
SSD
Channel
Chip
SSD
Channel
Chip
SSD
Channel
Chip

0.1×
3.9×
0.3×
8.3×
1.0×
0.6×
13.2×
1.9×
0.4×
10.7×
1.5×
0.4×
17.7×
4.6×

0.7×
17.1×
1.6×
28.0×
2.6×
2.8×
38.6×
3.2×
2.1×
35.6×
3.7×
2.2×
78.6×
13.7×

ReId 1

MIR

ESTP

TIR

TextQA

32.0

Wimpy Cores

SSD Level

Channel Level

Speedup

10.68
4.62

3.92
1.9

2.0

1.47

1.01
0.59

0.5

0.44

0.32

0.1
0.0

Chip Level
17.74

13.16
8.26

8.0

0.09
0.04

0.02

0.0

ReId

0.4
0.09

MIR

ESTP

0.03

TIR

TextQA

Figure 8: Performance comparison of wimpy cores, SSD, channel,
and chip-level accelerators with the traditional GPU+SSD system.
DeepStore performs 1.0-4.7× and 3.1-17.7× faster than GPU+SSD
with the chip and channel-level accelerators, respectively.

Figure 8. The wimpy cores are 4.5-22.8× slower than GPU+SSD
baseline system. Since in-storage accelerators have much higher
parallelism than wimpy cores, it is obvious that DeepStore performs
much better than using wimpy cores. Henceforth, we exclude the
comparison with wimpy cores in the remaining evaluation.
SSD-Level Accelerator: According to Figure 8, DeepStore’s
SSD-level accelerator performs the worst of all systems compared
in all applications. The SSD-level accelerator performs 1.7-11.0×
slower than the GPU+SSD system for the intelligent query workloads. Although the SSD-level accelerator has access to high SSD
internal bandwidth and does not suffer from the storage I/O bottleneck, its performance becomes limited by the performance of the
similarity comparison between the query and feature database, and
the lack of parallelism (see Figure 6).
Channel-Level Accelerators: Using channel level accelerators gives the best performance out of all compared systems. The
channel-level accelerators perform 3.9-17.7× and 14.8-44.5× better
than GPU+SSD baseline and SSD-level accelerator, respectively.
The performance gains are attributed to the removal of the storage
I/O bottleneck, exploitation of the SSD’s internal channel-level parallelism, and higher reuse of weights (32×) in the shared scratchpad.
Chip-Level Accelerators: DeepStore’s chip-level accelerator
has limited computing and on-chip memory resources, and thus
cannot execute large models, like the one for ReId. The same limitations lead to higher latency when compared to the channel-level
accelerators, in the applications using fully connected layers like
MIR, ESTP, and TIR. However, due to the 128-way (32 channels
× 4 chips) parallelism exploited, and the removal of the high latency copy over PCIe, the chip-level accelerator design performs
1.1×, 2.1×, 1.6×, and 5.2× better than the GPU+SSD system for MIR,
ESTP, TIR, and TextQA, respectively.

DeepStore’s channel-level accelerator design achieves the best performance, as it provides the best trade-off between the parallelism
level exploited and resource utilized per accelerator.

6.3

SSD Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we change different SSD parameters to evaluate the
sensitivity of DeepStore.
Impact of Flash Page Read Latency. We vary the read latency
of the flash array from 7µsec, modeling a fast high-end SSD [10], to
212µsec, modeling a more commodity SSD [1, 9], and show that our
designs remain performant even for slow flash chips. Figure 9c and
Figure 9d show the effect on the performance of the channel and
chip level accelerators, respectively. The performance of the system
with a flash read latency of 53µsec was used as the baseline for this
evaluation. The flash read latency does not affect the performance of
the SSD-level accelerator and GPU+SSD system as they are bounded
by compute latency and external SSD bandwidth, respectively.
For the channel and chip-level accelerators, decreasing the flash
latency does not improve the performance of the accelerators significantly. However, if the flash latency is increased by a factor of 4, to
212µsec, the performance is reduced by only 10.1% and 3.9% for the
channel and chip-level accelerators, respectively. This low variation
in performance is because the accelerator is bounded by compute
latency. Thus, DeepStore accelerators can be used with cheaper and
higher-latency flash chips while obtaining reasonable performance.
Impact of External and Internal SSD Bandwidth. We now
evaluate the performance of all systems, as we vary the internal and
external I/O bandwidth. We use MIR for this evaluation, however
all of the intelligent query applications mentioned in § 3 exhibit
the same behavior.
First, we vary the internal SSD bandwidth by varying the number
of channels inside the SSD. As shown in Figure 10a, as the number
of channels increases beyond 8, the performance of the GPU+SSD
system does not change because the system is limited by the external SSD bandwidth over PCIe (3.2GBps). Due to the limited external
bandwidth, the high internal SSD bandwidth can not be exposed to
the GPU+SSD system. The SSD-level accelerator does not see any
change in performance because its bounded by its compute latency
for these applications and it can not exploit the higher parallelism.
However, the performance of the channel and chip-level accelerators
scales linearly with the number of channels, as this improves both the
internal bandwidth and the parallelism exploited by these designs.
The GPU+SSD system can exploit multiple SSDs to get a higher
aggregate I/O bandwidth when reading the dataset batch from
SSDs to the host memory. As shown in Figure 10b, although the
performance of the traditional system improves as more SSDs are
added, it does not scale at the same rate as the number of SSDs,
like the case of DeepStore. This is because in the GPU+SSD system,
the storage I/O performance improves but the time to compute the
SCN remains constant. On the other hand, the compute capability of
all DeepStore designs scales linearly with the number of SSDs.

6.4

Energy Efficiency

In this section, we evaluate the energy efficiency of DeepStore. We
first evaluate the energy efficiency of each level of acceleration
in DeepStore against the Volta GPU. The power consumption of
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Figure 10: Effect of varying the internal SSD bandwidth (BW) by
varying the number of channels in the SSD and varying the external bandwidth by varying the number of SSDs on the performance
of MIR. All values are normalized to the traditional system’s performance with one SSD consisting of 32 channels.
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accesses, as each of its feature vector uses three flash pages.
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Figure 12: Power consumption breakdown of DeepStore for SSD
level accelerator (S), channel level accelerators (C), and chip level
accelerators (CP) for the different applications.
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Figure 11: Energy efficiency of DeepStore designs normalized to the
Volta GPU in the traditional system.

Volta GPU is measured using nvidia-smi. As shown in Figure 11,
the channel-level accelerators are the most energy efficient design,
providing up 78.6× better performance per watt, compared to the
Volta GPU. This is because the channel-level accelerators provide
the best trade-off between systolic array size and on-chip SRAM
utilization with the shared second-level scratchpad. The SSD-level
accelerator is only 0.7× as efficient as the GPU for ReId, a compute
intensive workload, as it is only 0.1× as fast as the GPU for this
workload. However, it is up to 2.8× more energy efficient than
the GPU for data-intensive workloads, like TextQA, as it takes
only 12.5% of the power of the GPU. The design using chip-level
accelerators provides up to 13.7× better energy efficiency than the
Volta GPU. However, due to its stricter resource constraints on the
systolic array and on-chip SRAM, it only achieves 8.2-17.5% of the
energy efficiency of channel-level accelerators.
We also show the energy breakdown of DeepStore. The SSD-level
accelerator mainly consumes energy on memory accesses and flash
accesses, as shown in Figure 12. The channel-level accelerators’
energy consumption is dominated by memory accesses. This is
mainly due to the higher reuse of the 8MB scratchpad shared by all

Query Cache Performance

We now demonstrate the benefit of the Query Cache for intelligent
query applications. We use TIR [93] for evaluation. We add noise
to the Flickr30K Entities test dataset [77, 104] without affecting the
ground truth, to get 100M images (192GB of feature vectors) and
100K queries. We use the Universal Sentence Encoder [26], which
has been trained on the SNLI corpus [21], to compare incoming
queries with queries cached in the Query Cache. The Universal
Sentence Encoder gives a similarity score between two intelligent
queries. We use the product of this score and the encoder’s average
test accuracy to compare against the defined threshold. We generate a stream of queries by sampling the dataset queries with two
different distributions: uniform and Zipfian with α equal to 0.7. We
warm-up the Query Cache using the query trace and then measure
the query performance.
First, we evaluate the performance of the Query Cache with
1K cache entries across the different query distributions and error
thresholds. The cost of searching the entire query cache of 1K
entries for this application is 0.3 milliseconds, which is significantly
less than the cost, 34.1 milliseconds, of scanning the entire feature
database with SCN.
As shown in Figure 13, adding the Query Cache to the GPU+SSD
system and DeepStore provides performance gains of up to 2.8×
and 25.9×, respectively, compared to the GPU+SSD system without
the Query Cache. Although the GPU+SSD baseline system benefits
from the Query Cache, DeepStore benefits 10× more because of the
significantly lower miss penalty for intelligent queries. To reach
the same performance as DeepStore configured without a Query
Cache, the GPU+SSD baseline system needs to cache at least 64.7%
of the dataset. Relaxing the query comparison error threshold from
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Figure 14: Query Cache miss rate as a function of cache size. With
distributions providing locality, the benefit of larger caches reduces.

0% to 20% improves the query performance by up to 1.7×, as the
miss rate decreases. We evaluate different α values for Zipfian, and
observe similar performance trends.
Next, we evaluate the impact of the Query Cache size on the miss
rate of the cache. We choose a query comparison threshold of 10%
for this evaluation. As shown in Figure 14, although larger Query
Cache sizes reduce the miss rate, for query distributions exhibiting
locality (i.e., Zipfian), the benefit reduces with larger caches. Thus,
it suffices to have a small Query Cache (about 22MB in size for TIR
with top-K=10 and caching 1K entries) in the DRAM of the SSD.
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RELATED WORK

In-storage Computing: There have been several works exploring
near-storage or in-storage processing for applications such as database query processing [38, 39, 63, 64, 81], key-value store [81], mapreduce workloads [45, 63], signal processing [19], and data analysis [87, 88]. They leverage the embedded CPU in the SSD’s controller
to perform compute operations to avoid data transfer overhead
over PCIe. Unlike these applications, intelligent query workloads
require support for complex compute operations such as FC and
ConvD layers as discussed in §3. Although it is possible to execute
these workloads using the wimpy embedded cores [45, 64, 81, 89],
it is significantly slower than DeepStore. Prior work has tried to
place application specific hardware accelerators in the SSD such
as [12, 18, 33, 61, 62]. However, to the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to explore intelligent-query workloads for in-storage acceleration as well as to discuss the trade-offs for exploiting different
levels of parallelism in the SSD.
DNN Accelerator: Several accelerator designs have been proposed to speed up the training and inference computation of popular
DNN models [28, 29, 34, 44, 49, 50, 52, 60, 65, 68, 71, 75, 78]. Additional optimizations such as quantization, weight pruning [49, 103,

105], data-flow optimizations [29, 44, 65] are discussed to speed up
the computation and improve energy efficiency. However, none
of these accelerators are incorporated in flash storage and are not
optimized for intelligent query workloads. Although we do not perform any optimization like quantization, low-precision operations,
and others, we believe the optimization work in the accelerator
community can be incorporated into the DeepStore architecture to
gain higher performance and energy efficiency. We consider these
possibilities as the extensions of our DeepStore work.
Exploiting Query Properties: Conventional query systems
leverage similarity between their data to build indices for fast
lookups [20, 37, 58, 59, 85]. In the case of intelligent-query systems,
such indices cannot be built due to the non-linearity introduced
by extracting feature vectors from DNN models and query diversity [16, 22, 90, 106]. To gain performance, traditional systems have
exploited caching of queries and their results [32, 42]. They use
linear methods to search the cache for exact or similar matches.
However, these cannot provide highly accurate semantic similarity
between queries, resulting in unnecessary expensive miss penalties. In DeepStore, the query cache uses a DNN-based similarity
comparison network to perform similarity lookup in the cache.
Recent work [41, 76] has explored reorganizing feature vectors
in-storage for efficient search operations. Such techniques can also
be exploited by DeepStore to further improve performance. The
query cache proposed in DeepStore can be leveraged in several
other domains as well, which we wish to explore in the future.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we study a diverse set of representative intelligent
query workloads, and show that on a state-of-the-art GPU+SSD system, these applications are limited by storage I/O bandwidth. To address this, we propose DeepStore, an in-storage accelerator system.
It consists of energy-efficient in-storage accelerators, a light-weight
runtime query engine, and a similarity based in-storage query cache.
We study various trade-offs associated with designing accelerators
for intelligent queries at different parallelism levels of SSD, and
provide a detailed system design and implementation of DeepStore.
We show that DeepStore improves the query performance by up
to 17.7× and energy efficiency by up to 78.6×, compared to the
state-of-the-art system using GPUs.
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